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Abstract: 

This deliverable describes the developed technical solutions for single part feeding and inspection. The technical 
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This deliverable is largely based on the structure and contents of the published paper [1], with the addition of extra 
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1 Introduction 

The low automation level of industrial manufacturing processes, in conjunction with the limited research in the field of 

object manipulation for part feeding tasks, make evident the need for adaptive and accurate industrial robotic systems 

that can manipulate a variety of objects.  

Object manipulation for part feeding can be a complex and challenging task. Industrial kitting is a special case of a 

placing task where the manipulated objects have to be placed precisely enough in specific and narrow compartments 

without collisions (Fig. 1). 

The developed robotic system addresses those challenges by utilizing the following three features:  

 a skilled-based system architecture,  

 an arm motion module and  

 a perception module.  

The skill-based system, namely the Skill system for ROS (SkiROS) [2], guarantees the information flow across the 

various robotic skills. Furthermore, its world model provides all needed information about the kitting operation. Such 

information includes the manipulated object, the destination compartment, the pose of the kitting box etc. 

The perception module provides the world model with the needed information about the pose of the kitting box. The 

planning pipeline ensures that the executed trajectories are collision-free and precise enough in order to place the 

manipulated object in the compartment without any damage. The system's software is built on top of Robot Operating 

System (ROS) and exploits capabilities of the MoveIt software library. On the hardware side, a robot cell is used; its 

physical setup is illustrated in Fig. 2 and consists of two long range RGB-D sensors for monitoring the picking and 

placing locations, one short-range RGB-D sensor mounted on the Universal Robots UR10 arm and a Robotiq 3-finger 

adaptive gripper. 

 

  

Figure 1: The kitting box containing automotive 

 parts for the industrial kitting task. 
Figure 2: The physical robot setup used  

for evaluation in lab conditions. 
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2 Part Feeding 

The SkiROS framework is used to model the kitting task. The kitting operation consists of two skills–pick and place– 

which are modelled by multiple primitives, as shown in Fig. 3. Hardware related primitives like OpenGripper, 

CloseGripper or MoveArm constitute implementations of drivers. More interesting, however, are the generative 

primitives like Locate Kit, and PlanMove which contain more complex algorithms. 

Perception and motion planning primitives are hence the key aspects in the kitting pipeline. As much work has been 

done related to the picking skill in previous work [3], this deliverable focuses primarily on the perception and motion 

planning within the part feeding. However, due to the modular structure of SkiROS, all implementations of primitives 

can be exchangeably used in multiple skills. Our new motion planning primitive, e.g., has been without further 

development successfully integrated into the picking skill as well. 

 

Figure 3: The sequence of primitives composing our part feeding (placing) skill. 

 

2.1 Robot Perception 

The perception of the environment plays a crucial role in the part-feeding operation, since the location for placing the 

manipulated object has to be determined; namely, a compartment in the kitting box. This can be challenging since a 

container has to be extracted from a far distance where most of the box is occluded by itself (the sides of the box are 

vanishing when observed from a top view) and by objects already inside the container. 

The localization of the kitting box usually needs to be executed when a new box arrives in the placing area of the robot. 

Even though a rough pose of the kitting box is known, slight changes in its position or orientation might lead to 

collision between the robot and the box while placing, as the parts in most cases have a very tight fit. Additionally, the 

pose estimation of the kitting box can be rerun after placing parts in the compartments, as slight displacements might 

occur during the placement. For the pose estimation of the box, an additional workspace camera with a top view on the 

kitting area is used. Due to the pose of the camera and objects which are already placed in the kitting box, most of it is 

not visible except for the top edges. 

Additionally, parts of the box edges are distorted or missing in the 3D data caused by the noise of the camera. Our 

approach is therefore based on a 2D edge detection on a cleaned and denoised depth image which applies a pixel-wise 

temporal voting scheme to generate potential edge points. After mapping these back to 3D space, a standard ICP 

algorithm is utilized to find the kitting box pose. In detail, the kitting box pose estimation can be split into the following 

steps and the result is illustrated in Fig.4. 

1. Edge extraction: The edge detection is based on the classical Canny edge detector. However, before applying 

the edge detector, we normalize depth image and then remove depth shadows and noise using morphologic 

filters and a bilateral filter respectively. Only then the Canny edge detector is applied. Afterwards, another 

morphological closing operation is executed to close edge gaps due to missing depth data. Based on the edge 

image, all inner and outer contours are computed and used in the hypothesis generation. They are then 

approximated by a polygon to get rid of minor defects in the contour. 

2. Model generation: Before computing probable kitting box candidates, a model of the kitting box has to be 

generated. As the kitting box might be adjusted during the project, we use a CAD model of it as the reference. 

The model is processed in a similar way as the scene: We create a pointcloud from the CAD model by densely 

sampling the surfaces and then project the upper half of it to an image plane to retrieve (visible) edges 
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representing the rim of the container. Afterwards, the outer contour is computed and saved as the reference 

model. Note that this process basically allows us to define a container of arbitrary shape and is not only 

restricted to boxes. 

3. Hypothesis generation: For each contour found in the scene, we can now match the shape with the model and 

compute a confidence value for it. The matching of the polygonised contours is mainly based on the seven Hu 

invariants as proposed by [4]. However, since the Hu invariants are translation, rotation and scale invariant, but 

a container of a certain scale is used, we need to add features to enable the discrimination of differently scales. 

Therefore, we reintroduce the non-normalized area of the contour and its perimeter to compute the final 

confidence. 

4. Temporal Pixel-wise Voting Scheme: The generated candidates are used to cast pixel-wise weighted votes in 

a 2D histogram by rasterizing the contours and add a vote for each pixel with the weight of the contour's 

confidence. Additionally, the votes are propagated to neighboring cells by applying a Gaussian kernel. To 

achieve temporal consistency, we introduce an additional vote accumulator which is updated by weighting old 

and new votes according to a given "forget" and "learn" rate. Thereby, stable votes or pixels belonging to the 

shape model are kept and enhanced. After each processed frame, the accumulated vote space is thresholded 

and when it contains enough votes, the stable pixels are extracted and used to identify the corresponding 3D 

points. This allows us to extract only the rim of the container and neglect the clutter inside and outside of it. 

5. Candidate Registration: Once back in 3D space, the potential points are cleaned by removing statistical 

outliers (too few neighbors) and clustered using the Euclidean distance. The principle axes of the largest 

cluster are then roughly aligned and refined with an ICP registration which results in the final pose estimate. 

 

 

Figure 4: The 3D scene shows a highly cluttered kitting box with the final registered kitting box (blue) overlaid. The 

images in the bottom (left to right) show different steps of the registration process: a) raw RGB image b) normalized 

depth image c) after edge extraction with box candidates overlaid in green d) final voting space for box pixels. 

 

2.2 Robot Control 

Once the pose of the kitting box is provided by the perception module, its collision model is added to the robot's 

planning scene. Thus, the motion planning pipeline takes a precise model for collision checking into account instead of 

a noisy and inaccurate voxel representation. The high precision of the kitting box model makes the definition of placing 

locations within the narrow compartments feasible. Hence, the planning pipeline should be able to find a path for poses 

that are not in collision and at the same time, located closely to the bottom layer of the kitting box. This is a desirable 

feature in industrial cases since it significantly decreases the possibility of damaging a part or the kitting box during 

placing. 
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The arm motion module of the placing skill is responsible for the execution of the motion from the initial pose of the 

robot to the placing pose and back to the initial. It first receives the object's placing pose for the specific manipulated 

object from the world model of SkiROS. At the next step, it creates a pre-placing pose, located slightly (30cm) above 

the placing pose. Thus, the pre-placing pose is a waypoint of the trajectory after which the motion of the end-effector is 

linear and perpendicular towards the compartment. Such a Cartesian space motion is crucial for avoiding collisions with 

the inner walls of the compartments.  

When the final and pre-placing poses are available, the module propagates them to the planning pipeline which creates 

and concatenates the two trajectories (from initial to pre-placing and from pre-placing to placing). Once the motion is 

complete, the placing path is reverted and executed for moving back to the initial pose without the need of replanning. 

An overview of the arm motion module is illustrated in Fig. 5. 

 

 

Figure 5: Schematic representation of the arm motion module. 

 

The proposed motion planning pipeline augments the traditional stochastic planning algorithms by introducing two 

features which can be anticipated as planning reflexes. The need for that addition arises due to the instability of 

traditional planning algorithms. A preliminary benchmarking of those was presented in STAMINA Deliverable D1.3.1. 

The Probabilistic Road-maps (PRM), Expansive-Spaces Tree (EST) and Rapidly exploring Random Tree (RRT) motion 

planning algorithms are tested on finding a placing path between the initial pose and randomly selected kitting 

compartments. The results indicate that PRM performs better than the others on that task. However, its success rate is 

not good enough for industrial applications where system stability is a crucial factor. Moreover, the created motion 

paths are not optimal for placing operations in narrow compartments since they do not provide linear trajectories of the 

end-effector in the operational space. Thus, the gripper follows a curved motion which results on collisions with the 

inner walls of the kitting box. 

One reason behind the low success rates of the planning algorithms is the inverse kinematics solutions. Such solutions 

are not guaranteed to be optimal, i.e. close to the initial joint configuration. Thus, this fact can create non-optimal 

motion plans that make the end-effector follow unnecessary long trajectories. Another issue of those planners is the 

stochastic approach of trajectory shaping. Both PRM and tree-based methods are randomly sampling the planning space 

for possible waypoints which can be used for shaping the trajectory. This procedure can create variations on trajectories 

planned for the same set of initial and final poses. Furthermore, it does not ensure the linear motion which is needed for 

collision-free kitting. 

The developed planning pipeline deals with those problems by employing two deterministic planning reflexes, the joint 

and operational space linear interpolations. The first ensures that the robot's joints will rotate as less as possible in order 

to reach the pre-placing configuration. This happens by linearly interpolating between the initial and the pre-placing 

configurations with a pre-defined interpolation step. So this planning reflex minimizes the energy consumption of the 

motion.  

On the other hand, the operational space interpolation provides a linear motion of the end-effector in the Cartesian 

space. This is achieved by interpolating linearly between the pre-placing and the placing position of the end-effector. 

The interpolated orientations are derived by performing spherical linear interpolation (slerp) between the quaternions of 

the pre-placing and placing orientation. Finally, the inverse kinematics solution is calculated for each pose in the path. 

In order to ensure that the calculated solution is as close as possible to the pre-placing joint configuration, we sample 

multiple solutions with different random seeds from the kinematics solver and use the one that refrain the least from the 

pre-placing configuration. Once the path has been generated, it is checked for singularities, collisions with the 
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environment and for constraints violation. If any of those fault-criteria are met, the pipeline uses the PRM as a fallback 

alternative for solving the planning problem.  
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3  Experimental Evaluation of Part Feeding 

The described arm motion and perception modules were evaluated independently on 50 test runs and then as an 

ensemble on 15 additional test runs. The evaluation criteria for the kitting box detection are the relative pose error and 

the execution time while for the arm motion module was the successful path planning, collision-free object placement 

success rate and execution time. Furthermore, we evaluated the whole pick and place pipeline with various manipulated 

objects and measured its performance in terms of successful parts' kitting and execution time. The presented approaches 

have been evaluated both in lab and on-site environments. 

3.1 Kitting Box Registration 

The kitting box pose estimation was tested independently of the kitting pipeline. For the evaluation, we used the a long-

range Xtion RGBD camera mounted 1.8 meters above the empty kitting box. We chose three different randomly chosen 

angles between -45 to +45 degrees for the kitting box and performed 50 pose estimations of the kitting box in total. 

On the one hand, the precision and repeatability is measured in terms of the pose estimation, i.e. the relative error of the 

estimated position and orientation are captured. On the other hand, the time for the registration is measured, as it has an 

impact on the overall runtime of the kitting pipeline. Moreover, we conducted additional tests with a filled kitting box 

and overly cluttered kitting box (see Fig. 4) which had no negative effect on the registration. Since the cluttered kitting 

box was merely a test to see the limits of our approach and does not reflect the real use-case, the following evaluation 

neglects those results. 

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 depict the relative errors measured during the 50 trials of the kitting box pose estimation. The position 

error (Fig. 6) shows clearly that the precision is generally high with an average error less than 1cm (see also Table 1). 

However, in unfavourable situations due to reflections, light or other interferences, we measured errors up to 3cm as 

seen for the blue points in Fig. 8. Such situations might cause difficulties when placing the parts in very tight 

compartments, albeit we did not observe any collisions during the evaluation of the whole pipeline. 

 

  

Figure 6: Precision of the kitting box registration  

showing the relative translational error. 

Figure 7: Precision of the kitting box registration  

showing the relative angular error. 
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Figure 8: Absolute positioning errors from camera perspective for the three different kitting box poses. 

 

The second aspect being evaluated, the execution time, is listed in Table 1. The timing for the kitting box registration is 

quite high; it takes on average 7.25 seconds and hence does not run in real-time. However, this time is measured 

without any optimizations of the code. The timing therefore includes the generation of the model contour in each frame 

which is a major reason for the slow execution of the process. This could be easily avoided by implementing a caching 

function to save the precomputed model which will definitely be done in the future. Even though there is still room for 

improving the performance of the kitting box registration primitive, in the use-case, the pose estimation can actually be 

performed in parallel to the picking of the part and thereby not increase the overall runtime. 

 

Position Error (cm) Orientation Error (degrees) Execution Time (sec) 

average variance average variance average variance 

0.86 0.46 0.11 0.02 7.22 0.55 

Table 1: Summary of the position error, orientation error and execution time for the kitting box registration. 

3.2 Arm Motion 

The evaluation results for the proposed arm motion module are illustrated in Table 2. The proposed approach performs 

optimal when the kitting box is oriented perpendicular to the basis axis of the robot. On the other hand, there are slight 

chances of collisions when the orientation of the kitting box has more extreme values (-45
o
, +45

o
). The main reason is 

the low accuracy of the perception module in those cases (Fig. 7). Despite those cases, the proposed module performs 

better on kitting operations compared to the classic approaches. 

 

Kit Orientation (degrees) Mean time ± variance (sec) Planning Success Rate 

0
o
 3.6 ± 0.24 100% 

+45
o
 4.12 ± 0.51 98% 

-45
o
 4.15 ± 0.18 98% 

Table 2: Evaluation results for the proposed arm motion module. 
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3.3 Part Feeding Pipeline 

The final test evaluates the newly developed modules in interaction within the skill framework. For this purpose, we use 

the lab setup as depicted in Fig. 2 and Fig. 9, where the picking pallet is on right-hand side of the robot base and the 

kitting box in front of it. For locating the object, the right workspace and the wrist cameras are used. The picking and 

placing poses for the object were taught beforehand. The compartments we used for placing were two extreme cases: 

the bottom-left and the top-right. The other compartments are too small to contain the manipulated objects. The whole 

pipeline was executed 15 times. Table 3 summarizes the trials execution times. 

 

Run Placing Time (sec) Kitting Box Registration (sec) Planning Time (sec) 

1 22 7.3 3.6 

2 19 7.5 3.5 

3 21 7.5 3.6 

4 18 7.3 3.7 

5 20 7.3 3.2 

6 20 7.3 3.7 

7 18 7.3 3.4 

8 19 7.2 3.3 

9 20 6.5 4.2 

10 21 6.7 3.6 

11 - - - 

12 19 8.2 3.7 

13 18 8.0 4.1 

14 19 7.5 3.9 

15 20 9.0 3.6 

Average 19.57 7.47 3.7 

Success Rate 93.33%   

Table 3: Summary of the test runs using the whole kitting pipeline. 

 

The qualitative evaluation of the kitting pipeline shows stable behavior in terms of execution time. The placing requires 

on average 20 sec. This is due to the fast planning of the proposed arm motion module, which only needs 3.7 seconds 

on average to plan a valid trajectory to the kitting box compartment. The kitting box pose estimation behaves similar to 

the individual evaluation which is to be expected, as it runs independently from the picking or placing. However, 1 out 

of the 15 trials was not executed successfully. Test run 11 failed during the execution of placing due to a potential 

collision with the kitting box. This might have been caused by a slightly wrong pose estimation of the kitting box 

registration. In summary, despite the difficulties that occur during some test runs, the overall performance is very good, 

especially in respect to our newly developed modules. Lack of robustness in perception task and motion planning 

should be object of future improvement and development. 
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3.4 On-Site Evaluation  

The on-site evaluation consisted of 81 part-feeding attempts, 89% of which were successful. The arm motion primitive 

was executed 528 times (both for picking and placing) with a success rate of 94%. The kitting box registration primitive 

was successfully executed all 82 times. Table 4 summarizes the results and Fig. 10 illustrates the on-site part feeding 

procedure. 

 

 Kitting Box Registration Arm Motion Placing 

Attempts 82 528 81 

Success  82 495 72 

Fails  0 33 9 

Avg. Execution Time (sec) 2.35 15.23 34.61 

Success Rate 100% 94% 89% 

Table 4: On-Site experimental results. 

 

 
Figure 10:  Illustration of the part-feeding sequence in industrial environment. 

 

Figure 9: Part-feeding sequence in lab environment. 
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4 Quality Inspection 

The goal of the quality inspection is to automatically detect potential defects of the industrial parts used in the 

STAMINA project. The defect detection can vary in terms of accuracy and is use-case specific, ranging from the 

detection of object deformations down to scratches and cracks in the surface. We employ a new method to detect such 

object deformations which can be extended by more specialized approaches to detect smaller and object-specific faults. 

The robot's vision and depth sensors are used to capture and extract the target object which is then compared to a 

predefined CAD reference model. The spatial comparison allows us to detect deviations from the reference model 

which can indicate broken or defect parts. For that reason, the captured object and the CAD model have to be accurately 

aligned using a 6 DoF pose estimation method. 

Instead of generating an accumulated model from multiple views and perform the estimation process afterwards, we 

estimate the pose from every single view while simultaneously inspecting the object and building a fused model. This 

allows an early detection of defects or even only partial inspection of the part. Furthermore, by tracking the object in 

each view, the accumulated model can be fused more accurately. 

 

  

Figure 11: Particles (views) not yet converged  

to the camera view (axes). 

Figure 12: Particles (views) converged  

to the camera view (axes). 

 

This is achieved by employing a particle filter where each particle denotes a virtual view on the CAD model. Using a 

novel rasterization technique, we are able to generate hundreds of views within a second, match the views to the 

observed part and evaluate them. An advantage of the particle filter is that ambiguities in the pose estimate can be 

resolved by simply capturing the object from a new direction. Once it has converged, the view on the object is 

automatically tracked by the particles. Figure 11 and 12 show the generated views as particles and their convergence 

after a few iterations.  Figure 13 and 14 show the estimated object's pose in green, the camera view of the object in red 

and the ground truth in grey. 
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Figure 13: Model not aligned                                                        Figure 14: Model aligned 

 

Once the pose of the object is estimated, the captured view can be compared to the model. Figure 15 shows an example 

of a defect detection using a simulated broken compressor with two parts missing. A drawback of this direct method is 

that smaller defects cannot be detected, especially when the noise of the sensor is too strong. The inspection software 

module is still a work in progress and can be extended by more specialized approaches, e.g. using 2D RGB data or 

object specific characteristics.  

 

Figure 15: Estimated defects: Pink – Blue – Green – Yellow – Red denote the increasing severity of the defect.  

The displayed compressor has two major defects (red part in the bottom, green part on the right) 
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Abbreviations  

CAD Computer-Aided Design 

DoF Degrees of Freedom 

EST Expansive-Spaces Tree 

ICP Iterative Closest Point 

PRM Probabilistic Road-Maps 

RGB Red Green Blue 

RGB-D Red Green Blue - Depth 

ROS Robot Operating System 

RRT Rapidly exploring Random Tree 

SkiROS Skill system for ROS 

Slepr spherical linear interpolation  

 


